Assembly Procedures for Stand‑Type Spa Mist II Mist Processor ①
Parts Required for Assembly
（※ For the assembly work, a No. 2 Phillips‑head screwdriver
is required.）
After unpacking the carton, check that the contents shown below
are included.

Assembly Procedures for Stand‑Type Spa Mist II Mist Processor ②
Assembly Procedures
１

Take the main unit of the packing case,
and place it on the packing case that is
laid down as shown below.
※Pay attention not to drop the unit
from the case.

３

Mount the stand base on the column support
as shown below, and secure it firmly with
the furnished screws using the L‑shaped
wrench. (4 points)

２

Mount the column support for the stand as
shown below, and secure it firmly with
the furnished screws using the L‑shaped
wrench. (4 points)

４

Secure the power cord, to the main unit
using the furnished inlet stopper and screw.

・Contents of Stand for EA‑160S Moisture Care Mist

a

b

Column support for stand

Stand base

c

d

M3 screw

M5 screws (8 pieces)

L‑shaped wrench
(opposite side distance 4)

The following parts come with the main moisture care mist unit.
・Accessories for SD‑160 Moisture Care Mist

Power cord

CAUTION
Be sure to tighten the screws
while holding the stand base.
(※The weight of the stand
base may tilt the product,
resulting in breakage of the
machine or physical injury.)

Inlet stopper

M3 screws (1 piece)

CAUTION
Be sure to insert the power
cord all the way to the end.
(※If the insertion of the
power cord is insufficient,
there is a possibility of
heat generation, fire, etc.)

※Perform the following inspections at the end of the above‑stated procedures.
・Check that all screws have been tightened. Be sure to check the screws at all
nine points.
・Check that the screws are fully tightened. Check for any loose screws at all
nine points.
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